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A REALLY Thoughtful Workbook for Seniors This book was given to me, and what a nice surprise
it has been!" Bravo, to the author for a wonderfully engaging and inspiring book. The questions
to reflect on at the end of the chapter really offered me an aha instant. I am ready to make a
change. I personally loved all the great questions the author asked about my very own life. I am
a Baby Boomer. An inspirational read for anyone who is recasting themselves for the next thing
of life. It really is obvious to me that the writer spent considerable time thinking about questions
to ask myself and others, and to include all sorts of interesting topics that cover all existence lets
people experience. Concentrate on the INTERNAL bucket list for your spiritual health, instead of
trying to check off an external bucket list by just doing "factors. I loved the film Pay It Forward,
yet I never thought of myself paying it forwards , until I read that chapter. I also like the space
for notes and journaling! May this reserve be a innovator in allowing plenty of people--of all
ages--discover a good amount of pleasure through sharing, offering, and receiving witness of 1
another.Robert Robotti writes with such care and compassion, you can't help but end up being
used by his words. Amazing!Intellectually stimulating and introspective. For ALL Periods, Forever!
Having received this reserve as a gift, I wasn't sure what to think about the "internal" bucket list.
I'm fortunate to possess made an excellent "external" bucket list--and to have previously
checked off some of the items I'd listed. So right now, with this reserve as my guide, I am
collection to target less on interior skydiving and cross-country driving and even more on the
amount of hours I can volunteer in my community, and the letters I want to write to my beloved
family and friends to let them know how much I love the strengths I've observed in them, to
reminisce also to plan to make more good memories together. That we have too much to give of
ourselves still, and to not stop DOING issues from the heart. Great Read! Inspiring advice upon
living your very best life! As the advice in the Senior Season is suitable for just about any age, it's
particularly meaningful to those 50+. Senior Season can be an easy-to-read, refreshing look that
assures you the very best is yet forward and can be free from the stresses of your young years.
When you've run a major firm (like he offers) and retired or partially retired (or acquired a life
change), how can you keep relevance to the globe around you? He gives different strategies and
discusses how exactly to shift your point of view and focus. Robotti writes of relevance--how to
maintain your relevance to your loved ones and society. Rather than lamenting the passing of
years, he advocates embracing each day with joy and provides plenty of inspiring illustrations.
Loved this book because it assists the senior set understand that we can keep growing spiritually.
Awesome! Must read at any age group! Such a real, down to earth book with advice! Anybody at
any age should read this book, as I believe everybody could benefit from the experiences and
truth that everything comes down to becoming of service, of community, and of family
members. Really got me thinking about where I need my life to be for these, my golden
years.Life changing book I will be in a position to revisit the queries in this book again and again,
as I try to understand my entire life story better. Great book and an easy task to prepared. The
workbook format is easy to follow and effective. That it's a true coming of age. Refeshing for the
common man This book is a refreshing look at our boomers view to life as we age. The writer is
obviously a real person with life experiences as opposed to an ivory tower doctor!
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